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Brief and objectives: 
Cardiff University has more than 30,000 students. In common with other universities, we 
have experienced an increase in the number and range of student discipline cases involving 
social media in recent years. 
 
Inappropriate social media use can have serious consequences for students on professional 
programmes. 
 
Responsible use of social media is increasingly important for all students. Employers are 
using social media as part of their recruitment process, from searching for portfolios of work, 
to reviewing previous posts for negative content. 
 
After reviewing existing guidance, and mindful of changes in the range of social media and 
how they are used, we decided that we needed a campaign that would: 

 Raise awareness of the importance of responsible social media use 

 Highlight the effect that an individual’s social media use can have on other people 

 Raise awareness of the consequences of improper use of social media 

 Highlight that social media can present lots of opportunities for students, e.g. a 
platform to promote their work 

 Be deliverable within a budget of £2.5k. 
 
Our main objective was to reach students on social media using creative methods. 
Objectives included: 

 Media views (across all channels) – 20,000 

 Landing page visits – 1,000 

 Intranet content (views) - 750 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
We established a stakeholder working group to inform the development of the campaign: 

 Students’ Union Officers – healthcare students and student welfare 

 Student Engagement 

 Careers 
 
We established SMART objectives in collaboration with the working group. 
 
We conducted focus groups to understand student awareness of the risks/benefits 
associated with the social media. We also asked them about the type of messages and 



content they preferred. 
 
It was clear from our audience insight that students would welcome enhanced guidance, but 
that the content should be short, easily consumable and not too ‘corporate’. 
 
We incorporated a #Social7 week (27 February - 5 March 2017) into the student 
communications calendar to maximise focus on the launch. 
 
We informed staff in each academic School about the campaign, in order to ensure that they 
would share messages via their channels. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Our strategy was informed by our research, and our approach was to engage students 
through social media (Twitter, Snapchat, Facebook and Instagram), using a creative visual 
identity and visual content. The campaign focused on seven key messages (the #Social7): 

 Get the tone right 

 Be respectful of others 

 There are consequences for inappropriate use of social media 

 Consider your personal safety 

 There is no such thing as privacy on the internet 

 What might seem anonymous usually isn’t 

 Social media can present lots of opportunities. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
 Creative visual identity  

After consultation with students, we developed a strong visual identity that was 
mindful of brand guidelines, but did not feel too ‘corporate’, and that would stand out 
from other university communications. 

 
In order to create a ‘buzz’, we employed a graffiti artist to re-create the hashtag across 
campus the night before the official launch, so that it was in place for the following morning. 
 

 New channels 
We decided to use our new Snapchat account as it enabled us to be creative with our 
content. We ran a competition throughout the week. To be in with a chance of 
winning a prize, students had to screen shot the #Social7 and share it with their 
networks using the hashtag. 

 
We created ‘cardiffuni’/‘prifysgolcdydd’ Buzzfeed accounts, allowing us to create shareable 
content, in a social media-friendly format, including GIFs. 
 

 New locations 
In addition to placing posters in university buildings we placed posters in residential 
areas on the edge of campus that have high levels of student footfall. These stayed 
up for four weeks, in order to consolidate the message beyond the launch week. 

 
We worked with Residences to ensure that materials were displayed in every kitchen in halls 
of residence. 
 
We produced vinyl stickers for display throughout the Students’ Union in areas with high 
footfall. 
 



 Films  
We created seven short films, one for each of the key messages, illustrating a variety 
of social media. They were designed to be short (under 45s) and able to work without 
audio. This ensured that they could easily be embedded and viewed on social media. 
Separate versions were produced for our Welsh-language channels. We hosted the 
films on a dedicated campaign landing page. 

 

 Social media  
In addition to sharing the films and useful links, e.g. how to check privacy settings, 
we encouraged students to engage with #Social7 posts by answering Twitter polls 
and entering the giveaway. 

 

 Campaign hub on student intranet 
We created a #Social7 hub, pulling together content, including films, events, links 
and guidance on what to do when things go wrong on social media. 

 

 Events  
We highlighted events to help students to review their online presence, e.g. LinkedIn 
Masterclass. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Our metrics exceeded those that we had set at the beginning of the campaign. 
 
Final evaluation: 
 

 Twitter: Engagements – 2,920; Media views – 11,959; Reach – 119,867 

 Facebook: 71,267 video views; Reach - 227,739 

 YouTube: 2,976 video views – Note: Films were embedded directly into social media 
posts as opposed to posting the YouTube link 

 Snapchat: 98% completion rate – above our average 

 Instagram: 3,590 views of #Social7 Instagram Stories 

 Landing page: www.cardiff.ac.uk/social7 - 1,446 visits 

 Intranet: 886 views of #Social7 content 
 
Student feedback indicated that the #Social7 campaign had made them think about their 
social media use. 
 
Due to the success of the campaign, we are exploring incorporating it into communications 
for all new students in September and we’ll be running the campaign next academic year. 
 
The campaign was highlighted at a recent Jisc conference, and other public sector teams 
have asked to share the resources within their organisations. 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
The campaign was delivered by an in-house team (Senior Student Communications Officer; 
Film Producer and Graphic Designer), incorporated within their general workload, and came 
in under budget. 
 
Actual spend = £2,255.58. 
 
Breakdown: Mobi-App Promo Toolkit to produce films - £40; Graffiti artist - £375; Vinyl 
stickers for Students’ Union - £303.60; Double-page spread in student newspaper - £600; 



Prizes - £88.98; External poster sites - £672; Posters – campus, halls of residence and 
Students’ Union - £176. 


